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Abstract. The design of the setup for neutron depolarisation studies and
results of its test on the research reactor IRT-Sofia are briefly described.
Some results of measurements of the change in the polarisation of a neutron beam transmitted through thin amorphous ferromagnetic ribbons are
also reported.
Pe3IOMe. OIIHcblBaeTcH KOHCTPYKUHH ycTaHOBKH .D:JIH HeihpoHHo-.n:e- ·
IlOJIHpH3aUHOHHblX HCCJie.D:OBaHHH H pe3yJibTaTbl ee TeCTHpoBaHHH Ha
HCCJie.n:oBaTeJibCKOM peaKTope MPT-Co<f>HH. IlpHBO.D:HTCH TaKlf<e HeKOTOpble pe3yJibTaTbl H3MepeHHH H3MeHeHHH IlOJIHpH3aUHH HeihpoHHOro 1!Y'll<a npH npoXOlf<.D:eHHH qepe3 TOHKHe aMop<f>Hble <f>eppoMarHHTHble
JieHTbl.

1. Introduction

•

In the last two decades the neutron depolarization method has become a powerful
tool for the study of condensed matter. Use is made of a polarized slow neutron
beam which is transmitted through ordered or disordered magnetic media and the
change in the polarization degree is accurately measured. The depolarization of the
beam reflects the magnetic correlations of the system under study and is sensitive to
presence of large (micronic) scale magnetic inhomogeneities in contrast to neutron
scattering where static and dynamic information is obtained on an atomic scale.
This makes the neutron depolarization technique valuable in studying static and
dynamic domain structures, critical phenomena and others (1, 2].
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TION FACILITY AT
RIRT-SOFIA. STUDY
MAGNETIC RIBBONS
/ear Energy, Bulgarian Academy
Sofia 1784, Bulgaria

In this paper we describe the neutron depolarization facility built at the sixth
horizontal channel of the IRT research reactor at the Institute of Nuclear Research
and Nuclear Energy of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. The characteristics of
this facility permit it to be used effectively in physical experiments. As an example,
some results of the study of amorphous ferromagnetic ribbons are presented here
in order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the technique.
2. Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows the schematic view of our experimental arrangement. Details about
the basic components and their actual performance are given elsewhere [3, 4, 5].
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Fig. 1. Schema.tic layout of the experimental setup 1 - collimator with a neutron channel
shaped in the form of a. truncated pyramid; 2- in-pile mirror filter-collimator; 3 - matching
neutron-guide; 4 - polarizing neutron-guide; 5 - chopper; 6 - flipper; 7 - electromagnet;
8 - analyzing neutron guide; 9 - neutron detector; 10 - dia.phra.gms; 11, 12 - combined
biological shielding; 13 - sample; 14 - monitor
The reactor neutron beam is tailored by a set of collimators 1, 2 and 3, and
guided through polarizer 4 provided on its outlet with a 3 He counter serving as
a monitoring counter 14. The sample 13 is positioned in the polarized beam . An
external magnetic field can be provided on the sample by electromagnet 7. This field
is horizontal and perpendicular to the direction of beam propagation. The neutron
spins in the incident polarized beam can be reversed by means of spin-flipping
device 6. The transmitted neutrons pass through analyzer 8 and are registered by
detector 9.
Neutron time-of-flight measurements are performed using chopper 5 and a multichannel analyzer operating in time mode. Simple diaphragms of cadmium 10 are
used to confine the beam size.
Inside the reactor beam-tube steel-made collimators 1 and 2 are placed . The
latter is a mirror filter-collimator which incorporates a 840 mm long 58 Ni-coated
mirror (four sections, 210 x 65 x 5 mm 3 each) inclined under an angle () = 9.2 x
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10- 3 rad with respect to the beam-tube axis so that an intensive flux of neutrons
with wavelengths longer than the critical value Ac = 4.4 A (A 2: Ac) is reflected
due to the total reflection effect . An additional shaping of the filtered unpolarized
neutron beam and matching of the beam size to the inlet of polarizer 4 is achieved
with the help of the neutron-guide insert 3 mounted on an adjustable support
in front of the beam tube. The matching insert itself is a steel-made collimator
containing two 420 mm long 58 Ni-coated mirrors which form a neutron mirror
channel. One of the mirrors is parallel to the filter mirror plane while the other
mirror makes an angle of 9.2 x 10- 3 rad with this plane.
Polarizer 4 and analyzer 8 are identical 1500 mm long neutron-guide tubes with
a mirror-type circularly bent channel of rectangular cross-section 3 x 60 mm 2 • The
side walls are ferromagnetic mirrors based on a high-degree polished boronless glass
substrate coated by a.2000 A thick polarizing layer of 60 % Co-40 % Fe alloy and
a 12000 A thick neutron absorbing subl~yer of 85 %Ti- 15 % Gd alloy, by weight .
The vacuum tubular casing is of aluminium. The space between the mirror and the
casing is filled with a combined granulated shielding. The polarizing neutron guide
tube is evacuated to a pressure of 10- 2 Torr and placed between the pole-pieces of a
stack of n-shaped permanent magnets producing a vertical field with H = 500 Oe
for the gap of 130 mm. The geometrical and neutron optical characteristics of
the two polarizing neutron guides are such that the maximum transmittance is for
neutrons with a wavelength of 5.20 A and spins aligned along the magnetizing field .
The matching neutron guide and the polarizer are surrounded by a heavy biological shielding of lead bricks 11, borated paraffin blocks and borated polyethylene
bricks "Neutrostop" 12. The combined shielding resulted in the reduced gamma
background below 1.8 mR/h in the immediate proximity of the polarized neutron
beam . The in-beam exposition doserate measured by thermoluminescent dosemeters at the polarizer exit amounted to 65.4 mR/h .
Light shielding was sufficient for the analyzing guide tube. But in order to
reduce neutron background count rate the 3 He counter used as a neutron detector
was carefully shielded. The thick combined-type shielding with a built-in beam
stop resulted in a cadmium ratio in the polarized beam better than 10 4 .
The time-of-flight technique using chopper 5, flipper 6, detector 9 and a multichannel time analyzer was applied to measure the performance of the setup.
The chopper is a mechanical disc-type device with a horizontal axis of rotation .
It is designed to cover the subthermal wavelength range between 2 A and 15 A.
The 520 mm diameter chopper wheel made from 1 mm thick vanadium sheet is
mounted directly on the shaft of the adjustable speed de motor with a built-in
tachogenerator. The vanadium disc is two-sided sheathed by 1 mm thick 70 mm
wide cadmium rings in a common casing of duraluminium which is fixed firmly to
the disc. Eight trapezoidal slits are milled in the cadmium rings providing this way
the transparent area for travelling neutrons. The actual geometrical characteristics
of the chopper are such that neutrons in bursts of duration tn = 232.2 x 103 /vµs
are produced for disc rotation with v revolutions per minute. The time spread
increases with the neutron flight-path L according to the expression :

tn = .lltn + 2783£ , (µm)
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where L is in meters .
The actual energy resolution is

b..E / E = 0.028VEb..tn/ L ,

Ein eV .

The polarization degree of the neutron beam transmitted through the sample
is analyzed with the help of flipp er 6 and analyzing neutron-guide 8. The flipp er is
an adiabatic high-frequency device for reversing the polarization direction. Details
on its design and performance are given in [4] .
The mean polarization (P) is determined using the expression :

(P)

N+-NN_ - 2Nb /(Pa)

= N+ -

where N + and N _ are the neutron count rates for flipp er switched off and on,
respectively, Nb is the background count rate, and (Pa) is the polarizing effi ciency
of the analyzer .
The wavelength dependence of the polarization is determined by time-of-flight
measurements using the formula:

The dependence Pa(>.) is identical to the wavelength dependence Pb(>.) of the
polarizer as in some preliminary measurements [3 , 4] .
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F ig. 2. T he spectrum of t he fil tered unpolarized neutron beam extracted from t he reactor
channel: a) at t he exit of t he reactor channel; b) at the exit of the matching neutron guide

Fig. 2a a shows the neutron spectrum at the exit of the reactor beam-tube with
collimators 1 and 2 placed inside. Neutron radiography images obtained on a glass
substrate pressed against an enriched uranium converter confirmed the neutron
optical calculations. The outgving filtered neutron beam has a rectangular crosssection 7 x 63 mm 2 , the horizontal and vertical collimators being ax = 15' and
ay = 601 respectively At the exit of the neutron guide insert the beam cross-section
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Fig. 3. The shape of the polarized neutron beam in the horizontal plane. The ingoing
beam has a horizontal angular divergence of 15 min of arc. a) intensity versus the angular setting of polarizer exit with respect to matching neutron guide axis; b) intensity
distribution along the beam width
is reduced to 3 x 60 mm 2 , as expected and the vertical collimation is improvedCl'y = 50', ax remains unchanged. The matching insert spectrum is shown in Fig. 2b .
It is well known that the neutron intensity at a neutron guide tube depends
on the tube setting relative to the collimator axis. Therefore, we measured the
polarized beam intensity with the polarizer put in different angular positions on
the horizontal plane with respect to the insert axis. This was done by step scanning
with a 0.5 mm wide vertical cadmium slit in front of the detector. The results are
plotted in Fig. 3a. In the position of maximum intensity we measured the neutron
intensity distribution in X-direction taken along the width of the polarized beam .
The detector with the slit was moved in steps of 0.5 mm. Fig. 3b shows the recorded
dependence. It is seen that intensity is attenuated in the immediate vicinity of the
concave wall of the mirror channel (X = 3 mm) . This should be due to the natural
waviness of the mirror surface and its nonuniform concavity. Jn fact, seven mirror
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sections 210 x 65 mm 2 each, form the mirror channel. The decrease in intensity for
X ~ 1.5 mm is a known effect arising from the softening of the spectrum due to
the reduced portion of shorter wavelength neutrons.
The absolute values of neutron fluxes at different locations along the polarized
beam path were measured by the method of gold foil activation. The flux at the
polarizer exit was determined to be <I> 0 = 3.37 x 10 4 n/cm 2s taking into account
the actual wavelength dependence of the cross-section of gold .
Fig. 4a, b show the wavelength distribution in the beam at the exit of the polarizer and analyzer , respectively. The polarizer spectrum peaks at Am = 5.20 A,
the spectrum averaged wavelength is (-\) = 6.43 A with a wavelength spread
£).,\/ (,\) = 0.3.
The transmission function T( ,\) of the neutron guide insert (Fig. 5, curve 1) and
the polarizer (Fig. 5, curve 2) was obtained by means of the expression

T(-\) =I(-\)/ Io(-\)
where I(-\) and I 0 (,\) are the neutron counts at the inlet and outlet of the matching
insert or the polarizer, respectively, in the wavelength interval £).,\ = 0.06 A with
respect to the average wavelength ,\. It is seen that neutron wavelengths 8.5 ,\ ~
4.2 A are transmitted 100 %. For wavelengths greater than 8.5 AT(,\) gradually
decreases to about 80 % for 12 A neutrons.
The wavelength dependence of the transmittance of the ideal polarizing neutron
guide is of the form 2' in Fig. 5. The actual curve 2 differs from the ideal case mainly
due to absorption in the guide walls of neutrons from the useful component in the
spectrum caused by multiple reflection effect.
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Repeated long-term measurements of the mean polarization of the neutron beam
yield (P) = 97.l % (error of counting statistics AP = 0.1 %). In order to reduce
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the systematic error the polarization is received every 10 s.
The dependence of the polarization on the neutron wavelength is plotted in Fig. 6.
z

3. Samples
For the present study we choose magnetic amorphous alloys. The samples are in the
form of ribbons fabricated by means of rapid quenching of the melt ejected upon a
water cooled copper drum rotating at a frequency of 1 kHz. The compositions and
some characteristics are presented in Table 1 (6).
Table!
N
1
2
3
4

Composition
(at. %)
Fes .04 Coso.4 Ni16 .s.6Si12B15
Fes.04 Co47,4Nil6.56 Nb3Si12B16
Co1sSi1sB10
Fe10 Co10 B20

d
(µm)

Br

B,

He

(Oe)

(Oe)

(Oe)

30
30
15
16

2100
4200

2300
4600

0.24
0.37

µmax

11000
9850

µ;n

2000
1900

The ribbon thickness and surface properties are determined from electron microscopic measurements using an electron microscope of type Jeol operating in the
secondary electron emission mode.
The ribbon with composition Fe48 .5 Ni 34 P 17 .5 is 35 µm thick and 10 mm wide.
It was kindly provided by Dr. V. Runov from LNPI, Gatchina, Russia and used for
calibration purposes.
The actual specimens under study are made of several ribbons piled together,
with the ejection direction kept parallel. In all meas,urements the incident polarized
neutron beam was perpendicular to the ribbon plane so the polarization vector lies
in the plane.
4. Experimental Part and Results
Neutron depolarization measurements of methodological interest were carried out
and used to check the operation of the equipment. They can be summarized as
follows.

Fig. 7. Sketch of the experiment
etry for the depolarization meas
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polarization P( d) of the neut
thickness d in the form:

In fact, the coefficient a 0 d
(1) reads

Our measurements were
mean polarization of the incid
statistical uncertainty l:!.P = 0
of one hour duration with pol
The actual dependence P =
thicknesses, each measureme
changed every minute.
For the depolarization of
form:

4.1. Measurement on a standard sample

·~.,,:,'

A set of ribbon pieces of the amorphous alloy Fe 48 . 5 Ni 34 P 17 .5 stacked in a container made by copper strips was used as a reference sample. Results of neutron
depolarization measurement on this sample which are obtained in the experimental
geometry depicted in Fig. 7 were provided by Dr. V. Runov (7). The incident beam
of monochromatized neutrons, A :::::: 2.2 A, is polarized in vertical direction. The
sample is erected perpendicular to the neutron propagation direction. An external
magnetizing field acting in the sample plane, Hz ~ 15 Oe, is directed along the
ribbon length. The results are analyzed by means of the Maleyev-Ruban's formula
(8) which gives the relationship between the initial polarization Po and the final

where N is the number of eG
between 4 A and 12 A (N = I
characterizes the wavelength
intensity that is due to the net1
between Ai and Ai+ !:!.A, and
Equation (3) is solved for
(a- 0 ) is determined to be
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Fig. 8. Dependence of the depolarization
of the polarized neutron beam transmitted through the reference sample on the
sample thickness

polarization P(d) of the neutron beam which passes through the sample with a
thickness din the form:

P(d) = Poexp(-aod).

(1)

35 µm thick and 10 mm wide.
, Gatchina, Russia and used for

In fact, the coefficient a 0 depends on the neutron velocity, a= a~/v 2 , so formula
(1) reads

several ribbons piled together,
rements the incident polarized
e so the polarization vector lies

P(d) =Po exp(-a~d/v 2 ).

gical interest were carried out
. They can be summarized as

(2)

Our measurements were performed in the same experimental geometry. The
mean polarization of the incident polychromatic neutron beam Po = 96.3 % with a
statistical uncertainty D.P = 0.2 % was determined from preliminary measurements
of one hour duration with polarization direction changed every 10 s up and down.
The actual dependence P = P(d), see Fig. 8, is obtained for the five different
thicknesses, each measurement being with duration of one hour and flipper state
changed every minute.
For the depolarization of polychromatic beam Eq. (2) may be rewritten in the
form:
N

P( d)
s.sNia4P17.5 stacked in a conce sample. Results of neutron
e obtained in the experimental
Runov [7] . The incident beam
ized in vertical direction . The
agation direction. An external
15 Oe, is directed along the
f the Maleyev-Ruban 's formula
polarization Po and the final

=L

koPo exp(-aod/ vf)

(3)

i=l

where N is the number of equidistant intervals !l.A in the range of wavelengths
between 4 A and 12 A (N = 80, !l.A=0.1 A in our case), the coefficient k = I;/ Ir,
characterizes the wavelength distribution in the beam, I; is the observable detector
intensity that is due to the neutrons with an initial polarization Po; and wavelengths
between A; and A; + tl.A, and Ir, is the overall neutron count.
Equation (3) is solved for each corresponding thickness and the average value
(a 0 ) is determined to be
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This value is in full agreement with the result (a~)
obtained in LPNI [7].

= 13.45 x
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103 m 2 /(s 2 µm)

4.2. Determination of the product (c5)(B 2 )
z

The depolarization of neutrons passing through a series of domains of different orientations has been treated theoretically by a number of authors (Halpern&Holstein,
Rekveldt, Maleyev&Ruban, Toperverg&Weniger).
In the classical approach of Halpern and Holstein (9) the random uncorrelated
turns of neutron spins in the local magnetic fields Bi of individual domains of size
Ci result in decreasing polarization P of the neutron beam of initial polarization Po
transmitted through a multidomain ferromagnetic specimen of thickness d. They
derived the expression

(4)
2

where (8) is the mean domain size and (B ) is the average of squared magnetic
induction.
The product (Bi)(c5) has been determined for samples 1 and 2, Table 1, in the
experimental geometry depicted schematically in Fig. 7. The dependence P = P( d)
for the two samples is shown in Fig. 9. If the magnetic induction B in a domain is
represented as a sum of the inductions Bo and B ;, where the vector Bo is directed
in parallel to the external magnetizing field and has a constant magnitude, and
o..o 1.0""'"",__,_ __

Fig. 9.

Depolarization as a func1 - sample of
tion of thickness:
Fes.04 Coso.4Ni16.s6Sii2 B6 alloy; 2 - sample of Fes .04Co47.4Ni16.s6Nb3Si12B6 alloy. The experimental geometry is the
same as depicted in Fig. 7 ·
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B ; is a vector of arbitrary orientation in the plane perpendicular to B 0 , with the
condition IBsl.I ~ IBI, then Eq. (4) can be rewritten in the form:
N

P(d)

=L

k;Poi exp(-(1/2)'Y 2 (Bi)(c5)d/v[)

(5)

i=l

where N is taken to be equal to 80 again.
The average values (Bi)(c5) = 11.7 Oe 2 µm and (Bi)(c5) ~ 0 correspond to
sample 1 and 2 respectively.

Fig. 10. Sketch of the experime1
ometry for determination of th
length dependence of the chang
1
component of polarization beh
sample

It is known (10) that the po
by the expressions:
P, =

Px

where d is the sample thickne
rotation, B is the magnetic fie]
a sum of two terms: the const
fluctuation additive (Bl. (t). Th
of the polarization. Then the a
On the other hand the dep
beam is jj.p' = 1(Bd/n11)(~E
significantly greater than P i
wherefrom to estimate (Bl.(t))
If we substitute in ~P' =
estimate
~P'

4.3. Spectral analysis of the transmitted neutron polarization
Spectral analysis of the polarization of the neutron beam transmitted through the
sample magnetized by an external field Bext = 100 Oe which is applied perpendicular to the incident polarization vector and the neutron velocity has been carried
out for samples 3 and 4 from Table 1, see Fig.10.

=

where B is in Oe, d in µm, tn
sic" depolarization is constant
ratio /j.tn/ L
80 we calculat
respectively.

=
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Fig. 10. Sketch of the experimental geometry for determination of the wavelength dependence of the change in zcomponen t of polarization behind the
sample
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Depolarization as a funcof thickness:
1 - sample of
Coso .• Nil6 .s6Si12B6 alloy; 2 - samFes.o• Co•u Nil6.s6 Nb3 Si12 B6 alhe experimental geometry is the
as depicted in Fig. 7

It is known [10] that the polarization components behind the sample are given
by the expressions:

perpendicular to B 0 , with the
en in the form :

BI)(8)d/11;2)

(5)

d (B1)(8) ~ 0 correspond to

tron polarization
beam transmitted through the
Oe which is applied perpendicutron velocity has been carried

Fig. 11. The dependence Pz(>.) behind
the sample magnetized by an applied magnetic field Bexl = 100 Oe: Co1sSi1sB10 alloy (points) or Fe10Co10B20 alloy (crosses).
For explanation of the curves 1, 11 and 2,
2' see text

= Po(l - Rd) cos(wd/v),
Px = P - 0(1- Rd)sin(wd/v)
thickness , w = 1B is the Larmor
Pz

where d is the sample
frequency of neutron
rotation, B is the magnetic field acting in the sample, which can be expressed as
a sum of two terms: the constant field Bo which is parallel to Hext and a small
fluctuation additive (Bl. (t). The quantity Ra~ 1/v 2 characterizes the attenuation
of the polarization. Then the angle of precession is <p = wd.
On the other hand the depolarization due to the nonmonochromaticity of the
beam is !::iP' = 1(Bd/nv)(!::iE/E) so that the measured depolarization should be
significantly greater than P in order to make possible the determination of Rd
wherefrom to estimate (Bl.(t)).
If we substitute in tl.P' = 1(Bd/n11)(1::iE/ E) values in our case we get the
estimate

(6)
where B is in Oe, d in µm , tn in µs , L in m . From (6) it follows that the "intrinsic" depolarization is constant and wavelength independent. For the experimental
ratio l::itn/ L = 80 we calculate !::iP' = 3.25 % and 6.94 % for samples 3 and 4,
respectively.
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The wavelength dependence of the z-component of the polarization behind the
sample has been obtained in the interval of wavelengths between 4 A and 10 A
from the expression:

P,(.X) = [Poz(.X) - 6-P'](l - Rd) cos(wd/v)
which gives

Rd= 1 - Pz(.X)/[Poz(.X) - 6-P'] cos(wd/v)
with a relative error

Figure 11 shows plots of the functions Poz(.X) cos(wd/v) (curves 1 and 2) and
[Poz(.X) - 6-P] cos(wd/v) (curves 1' and !. The experimental values of Pz(.X) are
denoted by the appropriate symbols. The comparison of the experimental results to
the theoretical curves 1' and! gives estimates of Rd of the order 0.6x10- 2 -1x10- 2
which is within the limits of the experimental error (6.Rd >:::J 0.4 x 10- 2 ).
The depolarization caused by the fluctuation of magnetization turned out to be
much lower than 6-P'. From experimental point of view it is possible to reduce
the "intrinsic depolarization" and correspondingly to increase the experimental
accuracy by means of a significant decrease of the ratio 6-tn/ L . This can be done
using a narrower beam by additional collimation, e.g. to 0.5 mm, so that the neutron
pulse duration to be shortened from tn
232.2x10 3 /v, µs to tn
111.3 x 103 / v, µs.
There is another possibility to increase the neutron fly-path to 4 m so that the ratio
tn/ L becomes 30 µs/m. The "intrinsic depolarization" will be reduced by more than
2.5 times but the luminosity of the setup will decrease substantially. Hence, such
experimental conditions provide satisfying precision only for magnetics with low
inductions at saturation of the order 0.2- 0.3 T and a thickness 10- 15 µm.

=

=
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